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A Room of Her Own: The Woman’s Library –A Footnote to New York City Library
History
Now, the first demand which is made in behalf of these working women is
that all those who manifest a desire for information shall have a chance to
obtain it. Provide the material for them—good books, good papers, and
good rooms of resort, and let them know that they will be welcome there.
The next thing we demand is, that they shall have time to read; and this is
a demand which comes right home to the employer.1
Henry Ward Beecher, Oct. 26, 1858

The speeches given by Rev. Henry Ward Beecher and James T. Brady at the Fourth Universalist
Society on Broadway in 1858, began the movement in New York City to open a Woman’s
Library for the working woman. It would take two years until these two forward thinkers’
revolutionary idea would become a reality, but during this time the proposal was hotly debated
and prominent New York citizenry took sides. To understand why this idea was so controversial,
it is necessary to consider working women in the broader context of 19th century America, as
well as the place of libraries, reading and self-education in an urban environment.
The sphere of women in the nineteenth century was highly restricted, with the “cult of
domesticity,” the accepted order of behavior for the female sex. However, most middle class
American women accepted their fate and were educated to become good mothers and wives, as
evidenced in part by the publication of numerous advice books for young women which directed
proper behavior and by the curriculums followed in the academies and seminaries for young
ladies.
The success of democratic institutions, as is conceded by all, depends upon the
intellectual and moral character of the mass of the people. If they are intelligent and
virtuous, democracy is a blessing; but if they are ignorant and wicked, it is only a
curse,…It is equally conceded, that the formation of the moral and intellectual character
of the young is committed mainly to the female hand. The mother forms the character of
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the future man;…Let the women of a country be made virtuous and intelligent, and the
men will certainly be the same.2
With new Americans entering the country in large numbers by the second half of the nineteenth
century, these latest arrivals were not part of the privileged middle class and women, as well as
men, were forced into the labor market to earn a living. In New York City, women workers were
limited to a few “female” employment opportunities, but with the rise of industrialization and the
development of the city as a center for publishing, communications, manufacturing, and textiles
more opportunities were available to young, unmarried women. By 1860, several dozen
industries employed more than 90% of the city’s working women. 3 The author’s 1858 letter-tothe editor of the New York Times, reviewed the different jobs in which New York City women
were engaged and her appeal for a Woman’s Library. She divides them into three classes: those
that that have had the advantage of a good education and head the workrooms in factories and
sales-rooms; those that work for mediocre wages and do such tasks such as china painting, wigmaking, brush making etc.; and the last class of women are those who do not work all year and
have “starving wages when they do get it.” 4
Although some women could maintain an acceptable lifestyle, others were forced to live in
squalor with very little hope of improvement. The elite women, who took up the cause of the
“working woman” in mid-nineteenth century New York City, were unsuccessful in improving
wages or working conditions. The belief of men, and most women of the era, was that women
working outside of the home did not conform to the ideal of true womanhood. Life for all of
these working women was difficult, and the notion that a good life was achievable for those who
worked hard was more of a dream than a reality for the thousands of women who toiled in the
city each day. The mill-girl, who made an early foray into the work force in the 1840s in rural
New England, was protected by the paternalism of the factory owner who supervised the moral
and spiritual well-being of his charges. However, in New York City this sense of responsibility
disappeared by mid-century when the lure of large profits and a competitive market took
precedent over the individual, and the work of women just became a means to the end. 5 Where
the mill-girl had opportunities to enrich her mind as well as her spirit, the factory girl had few
avenues open to her for intellectual enlightenment.
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A movement to protect women in the workplace in New York City did not gain momentum until
the 1860s when The Working-Women’s Protective Union was formed. The New York Times on
March 22, 1864 reported on a meeting which took place at the Cooper Institute on March 21 st.
Charles P. Day presided over the meeting which focused on the plight of 30,000 working women
employed in all branches of business in New York City, and submitted a constitution from the
members of the committee for the formation of a union.6 The Working-Women’s Protective
Union dates to 1863 in the midst of the Civil War and not long after the Draft Riots in July 1863.
Inflation devastated the working class who had difficulty purchasing the bare necessities, and
male workers began organizing strikes with women soon joining them. The women in the sewing
trades were poorly paid and made about $2.50 a week, while men earned about $2 a day in other
skilled jobs. Women began organizing and holding meetings and on November 18, 1863 the
Working-Women’s Union was formed to demand higher wages and shorter hours. It did not take
long for the men to take over and the name changed to the Working Women’s Protective Union
of the City of New York whose mission it was to protect working women by providing legal
protection from unscrupulous employers.7
With the factory girl of New York City struggling to survive, there were very limited resources
available for her to challenge her mind. By contrast, men during this same period had
opportunities for enrichment after work. An editorial by J.H.W. Tookey, hatter, in the New York
Daily Times on May 13, 1854, told readers of the importance of providing outlets for intellectual
improvement for the city’s laborers. “Having been a ‘worker’ from my youth, I have heard much
of the wrongs of labor, and seen not a little of the degradation of the mechanic, but also have
seen ‘self-culture’ to be the ‘one thing needful;’ and all reforms valuable in proportion to the aid
they give to the individual.”8 In 1820 the General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen
established the Apprentices’ Library. “This Library, therefore, is the great platform, on which a
high moral and intellectual character may be formed. When the labor of the day is over, instead
of the apprentice scouring the streets, visiting barrooms or theaters, mingling with idle, vicious
companions, he takes his seat in the library….”9 The Apprentices’ Library wasn’t the only refuge
for intellectual enlightenment available to working men in New York City. The Mechanics’
Institute was founded in 1830 and incorporated in 1833, “for the purpose of promoting the
general diffusion of useful knowledge among the mechanical classes. For this purpose a library
and museum were founded, and classes established in the various branches of natural
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philosophy, the physical sciences, and most of the modern languages.”

10

These early New York

City libraries reinforced the belief of the value of books and reading to a democratic, informed
society where men had a chance to participate in self-improvement activities.
Clues about the reading practices of middle-class women in Antebellum America can be gleaned
from written accounts they left behind in diaries or from articles published on the subject in
contemporary ladies’ periodicals or advice books popular in the nineteenth century. The general
consensus was that novel reading was to be discouraged. “The importance and necessity of
reading need hardly be affirmed. Its use is fully understood and admitted. But there is great
danger of enervating the mind by improper reading. For a young girl to indulge much in novelreading is a very serious evil.”11 However, accounts written by working women about their
reading habits do not seem to exist, but in all probability even if there were first person
narratives, they would reveal that at the end of a long work day there was little time left to read.12
The other part of the puzzle is the question of how widespread literacy was during this period?
Following the Revolutionary War, literacy spread among middle-class women in America.
Female Academies and Seminaries proliferated in both the North and the South and girls were
taught what was considered appropriate for their future roles as wives and mothers. The first
federal census to measure literacy was in 1850 and reported that the number of northeastern
women who could both read and write was almost equal to that of northeastern men.13
Public school education in New York City was a controversial issue in the early 19th century. As
early as 1825 the Free School Society of New York City wanted the creation of a single public
school system that would be opened to all children, without regard to social status, race or
religious affiliation.14 The Common Council agreed and even though there was bitter opposition,
in 1826 the Free School Society was renamed the Public School Society, but remained a
privately run institution. In 1842 the Maclay Bill passed and authorized that each of the city
wards would elect commissioners who would control the local schools and acting together would
comprise a Board of Education for the City of New York. Finally the city had a system financed
from public funds and controlled by the citizenry. The Board of Education in 1853 began
building new schools and started an evening school program that by 1856 enrolled 15,000
students, 4,000 of them were women.15 “In a large city like ours, where there are so many
inducements for the youth of both sexes to resort to means of amusement of a frivolous,
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immoral, and debasing character, and where, to prevent this, some means of employing leisure
hours, and giving opportunity of intercourse and association, must be provided, these schools
seem calculated to be especially beneficial.”16The curriculum was elementary and was designed
to Americanize the new immigrant population. For more advanced education the Free Academy
was founded in 1847 with the purpose of educating both rich and poor young men, but it was not
until 1869 that the Board of Education established a normal and high school for women and the
first class was admitted in 1870.17
Cultural enlightenment and self-improvement for working women in nineteenth-century New
York City, proved challenging. “It is quite true that women have access to most of the City
libraries already. But at some of them, the charges are too high, to place them within the reach of
those who needed them most. In all of them by some gross and unaccountable injustice, the
charges to women are higher than to men, though wages for the latter are three times as high as
for the former.”18 What was needed was a free library specifically for working women that
offered lectures, classes, and circulating books to meet their needs. There were however,
scattered cases of business owners supplying its female employees with free library facilities.
Messrs. Douglas & Sherwood, the famous skirt manufacturers in White street, have a free
library of some thousands of volumes for the use of about nine hundred young women
who are employed in that extensive establishment. Thus far the proprietors are highly
gratified with the effect of the library. They observe a growing interest in books, and a
constant advance in the style of books that are called for. When the library was first
opened, it seemed as if nothing would go except tales and novels, with a little poetry. But
after a while, the craving for fiction seemed to abate, and now there is a demand regularly
increasing for books of a substantial character, such as history and the like.19
In Brooklyn, a hat factory that employed between six and seven hundred men, women and
children, provided 400 volumes on varied subjects which were free to all. “The Library is open
on Mondays for the males, and on Wednesdays for females…Cooperating with Mr. PRENTICE
in this work, are Messrs. H.O. PIERCE and C.M. GIBBS, gentlemen who wish that the
influences which surround the “worker” during the hours of labor, may be such as will aid in
social intercourse and intellectual association.”20
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The development of public libraries in the United States was in its infancy in the 1850s, with the
Boston Public Library marking the beginning of the public library movement. Legislation was
passed in Boston in 1847 allowing for a tax to establish a free library. By 1851 other cities and
towns passed similar legislation.21 Controversy arose simultaneous to the movement that
questioned the presence of women in libraries. Women were seen by men as a possible
distraction to serious study, and it was also considered morally unsuitable by society for men and
women to comingle during this period. In an attempt to protect female sensibilities, establishing
libraries where men and women could sit together seemed out of the question.22 As early as 1856
when the first American manual of library arrangement and administration was published,
librarians recommended that a reading room should be established just for females.23 In New
York City, the Astor Library opened to the public in 1854 evolving into the great New York
Public Library system.24 The new library catered to the scholar, and no books ever circulated. In
the first Annual Report in 1855 it was noted that the “gentler sex” complained that there was no
reading room provided just for the “ladies.”
This must have been an oversight in planning the library edifice, and, unfortunately, it is
now too late to remedy the defect—every inch of it is needed for books. The best that can
now be done to meet their wishes is to offer them a place in some of the quiet recesses
within the railing, and that has uniformly been done when desired. I am, however, very
happy to be able to state that this deficiency has not entirely deprived the library of the
refining humanizing influence of female readers; it has often been favored with their
presence and if they report that they are here free from molestation of every kind, as I am
confident they can, it is to be hoped that a greater number may be induced to try the
experiment.25
Although women had access to the library, the available hours were limited by closure at dusk,
thus eliminating the possibility of the working women taking advantage of this resource.
The possibility for self-education for women during the first half of the nineteenth-century was
very limited. For working women, libraries and the privilege to borrow books for pleasure and
enrichment were not readily available in 19th century New York City. The history of libraries in
New York City is the story of books and other reading materials being available to a limited
clientele, often for a fee with restrictions according to class and gender. The policies of the
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libraries in the city were outlined in Trow’s New York City Directory for 1865. The Apprentices’
Library was open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. “Apprentices and females employed by mechanics, and
tradesmen, in their business, receive books gratis; journeymen and others upon the payment of
one dollar per annum.”26 The history of admittance of employed women to the Apprentices’
Library dates to 1857 when the President of the library, Thomas Earle, proposed that females
working in manufacturing be granted free access. It wasn’t until 1862 that this change was
finally adopted. The Annual Reports of the library show that young women were the fastest
growing group of readers. There were 200 in 1862, 606 in 1863 and 1,703 in 1864.27Other
libraries such as the City Library were free to all but were only open until 4p.m., and the New
York Society Library had a separate reading room for ladies but its use cost $10 per year.28 The
New York Mercantile Library, by the Civil War, allowed anyone who could pay the annual
membership dues of $2 to $5, including many single women, to take advantage of their
services.29 In a letter to the Editor of the New-York Daily Tribune the author made an appeal on
behalf of working women saying: “And I sincerely hope the time is not far distant when facilities
will be opened to the poor workingwoman for self-education; then she will strike out a different
path for herself than sewing velvet carpets at two cents a yard, and folding sheets for a penny a
thousand.” 30
Another venue for self-education was the public lecture. “The popular lecture is the most purely
democratic of all our democratic institutions.”31 Public lectures began in the 1830s, usually
sponsored by a lyceum where, for a fee, anyone could attend. Also, lectures offered by library
societies, and mechanics institutes were a popular pastime and open to everyone. The citizenry
realized the value of education for self-improvement and the popularity of the public lecture
grew. Audiences became more diverse with men and women from all walks of life attending.32
The idea for a “Woman’s Library” can be traced to 1830 when Cornelius C. Blatchly appealed
for a Women’s Library in a letter-to-the-editor of the Workingman’s Advocate on January 2,
1830. Mr. Blatchly supported the workers’ political movement in New York City and was one of
the labor party’s candidates for the Assembly; consequently his proposal was consistent with his
views on social issues.33”We have an apprentices’ library, a mercantile library, and other
libraries in this city; but some women justly complain that they have no library to improve thir
[sic] sex.”34 Although this was an ambitious request, it does not seem that working women were
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a consideration. Since industrialization and the influx of immigrants to the city was still in the
future, it is not surprising that working women were not addressed in his letter-to-the-editor. It
was to take almost three decades for a woman’s library for working women to make the news
again.
On October 26, 1858, Reverend Henry Ward Beecher and James T. Brady addressed an audience
at Reverend E. H. Chapin’s Church on “Mental Culture for Woman.” The meeting was held to
rally support for a Woman’s Library, and there was an overwhelming showing of prominent
New York City citizens. Rev. Beecher, in his address noted: “We can not say that there is an
apathetic condition of the public mind in respect to women, and especially in respect to the wants
of working women, when a meeting in their behalf is so thronged that this capacious edifice is
not able to contain the half of those who would fain come.”

35

Mr. Brady went on to say: “It is

the object of this meeting, to-night, through the bounty of liberal men, and the generous
endeavors of kind women, to establish an institution which shall be not only a library, where
instruction may be derived from excellent books, but have connected with it also a reading-room,
to which women may resort without experience similar to that of our reverend friend,…”36
After this meeting, a debate over the need for a library gained momentum in the press. In
November of 1858 the editor of the Christian Intelligencer wanted the influential supporters of
the library for women to instead advocate for more employment opportunities for the masses. A
response appeared in the New York Times. “The fact is, this gentleman did not take the trouble to
read the reports of the meeting held at Mr. Chapin’s Church, or he would have learned that the
chief purpose in founding the Women’s Library is to open new avenues of employment to
woman, by educating her for them.”37 Elbert S. Porter, the Editor of the Christian Intelligencer,
responded to the letter the following day.
“The truth is that while it will prove a good thing in its way, an ornamental and
somewhat useful appendage of the eleemosynary institutions which grace our City and
honor the liberality of their supporters, yet it is difficult to see how it will materially help
the “poor sewing girl” who must work all day and late in the night to get twelve cents for
the making of a dozen capes [sic] of fifteen cents for the making of a pair of
pantaloons.”38
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On November 25, 1858 a letter-to-the-editor appeared in the New York Times, refuting the
arguments of Reverend Porter published in the Christian Intelligencier on November 18,
1858.39Nothing appeared in the press again until December 31, 1858, when another letter-to-the
–editor was published, supporting a library for women. “It is certainly one of the most important
and beneficent projects of the day,--one which ought to enlist the support of every one who
understands and appreciates the condition of the tens and scores of thousands of young women
among us who are compelled to labor for a livelihood, and who need above everything else the
means of self-education and the acquisition of useful knowledge…I cannot help thinking that the
community only needs to be well-informed on this subject to induce prompt and effectual
action,…”40On February 3, 1859 the periodical, The Independent, supported the cause and was
glad to report that progress had been made. “There is an immense class of women in our city to
whom a well-planned library would be a vast benefit. The present plan, if we understand it,
proposes to have connected with the library a reading-room, and a registry of women’s wants, by
which to facilitate the movements of women seeking employment for support.”41
Six months later, after two years of controversy and preparation, a Woman’s Library was about
to become a reality in New York City. The New York Times reported on August 25, 1860 that
although the process of establishing this institution took two years, it now had a charter procured
from the Legislature, a Board of Trustees, books, and a furnished space on the second floor of
the University building (New York University) facing Washington Square. “Nearly 4,000
volumes are already upon the shelves, comprising the best works of the standard authors of the
language, and selected with special reference to the tastes and necessities of those whom the
library is designed…The books have been purchased with great care and at very low prices,--the
whole collection having cost but little over $1,000.”42The article went on to address the
complaints of the opposition, stressing the need of women to productively use their leisure time.
It must be remembered that women are shut out from many sources of amusement and
recreation which are open to men. They have no clubs, no lodges, no games, no freedom
of frequenting theaters, concerts or public meetings—no means of enjoying their
evenings or other leisure hours, but such as the resources of the small circle in which they
live may bring within their reach. Books are for them far more of a necessity than for
men—and it is certainly surprising that while half-a-dozen large, well-supported public
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libraries should exist for the latter, not one should have been provided or projected for the
former until now. 43
The New-York Daily Tribune, on August 22, 1860, listed the patrons of the library and their
donations. Mr. Benjamin H. Field contributed $2,000, Mr. Joseph Howland $500, and Mr.
Wilson G. Hunt $200. Some companies that employed women also made contributions, and it
was hoped that more donations would be forthcoming.44
New York City was a growing metropolis, with many cultural and social outlets when the
Woman’s Library opened its doors. Miller’s New York As It Is…(1860) provides a contemporary
description of each section of the city, and comments on individual factors which made the city
unique.
New York has been ever and justly renowned for its catholic and liberal public
benefactions and charities. Among her many glories, this is most conspicuous. New York
may be called the asylum for the oppressed and distressed of all nations. Abounding in
beneficent institutions suited to the relief of the various “ills that flesh is heir to,” and
enriched with the most liberal endowments for classical and popular instruction, she
bears the palm in all that pertains to the moral, intellectual, and physical advancement of
society. It is true we are a mercantile and money-making people, but the empire city is an
illustration of some of its noblest uses.45
Further into the volume the author provides an account of New York University, where the
Woman’s Library is housed. “THE NEW YORK UNIVERSITY is located on the east side of
Washington Square, and forms a noble architectural ornament, being of the English collegiate
style of architecture, The University was established in 1831, and has ever maintained its high
reputation.”46Washington Square was formerly a Potter’s Field. “It forms a pleasant up-town
park, situated a little to the west of Broadway, between Fourth and Eighth streets. It is
surrounded by rows of fine buildings—private residences on each side,…”47This was a very
pleasant part of the city and it would prove a welcomed retreat from city life for the women who
frequented the new library.
It is interesting to note that the location chosen for the library for women was close to the newly
relocated Mercantile Library, which moved to Astor Place in 1855, and also to The Cooper
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Union which opened its doors in 1859, only a short distance away. The Mercantile Library’s
mission was to serve as a school of adult education for working men by providing not only
books, but offering lectures and classes.48 Peter Cooper, the founder and benefactor of The
Cooper Union, decided early in life that the working classes needed more opportunities available
to them than the existing institutions provided. By instructing the working classes in practical
subjects his primary objective would be accomplished. “This general scheme necessarily
included both sexes within the scope, and hence it was decided to extend all the privileges of the
institution to males and females alike.”49 It had a reading room open to both men and women;
however its collection was primarily newspapers and magazines, since the school really did not
want to compete with neighboring libraries.50 Cooper wanted his school to be part of the political
and cultural life of the city and the country, and by building a Great Hall with room to seat 900,
this venue soon became a popular location for lectures. Miller’s 1860 guidebook mentions that
The Cooper Union was located close to various other literary and scientific societies.51
Who were the movers and shakers who worked tirelessly for two years in support of the
woman’s library? Miss Elizabeth M. Powell spearheaded the movement and argued in its favor
in the press, with several letters-to-the-editor to her credit. She also selected many of the
volumes which were to form the core collection, and appealed to book publishers to purchase the
books for low prices.52 However, like other nineteenth century women who remain anonymous
in our historical record, little else can be gleaned about her, except to assume that her social
status gave her the time and inclination to rally for women. The Honorable H.J. Raymond was
the President of the Board of Trustees and a prominent New Yorker. He was a well-known New
York politician and the founder of the New York Times in 1851.53 Benjamin H. Field, a merchant
and board member became widely known for his philanthropic endeavors throughout his life.
Among his many charitable activities he was the President of the New York Free Circulating
Library, trustee of the Working Women’s Protective Union and Vice-President of the Society
Library.54Other Board members included, Joseph Howland, engraver,55 Wilson G. Hunt,
importer of woolens,56 Frederick de Peyster, lawyer, Henry Hilton, judge and Andrew V. Stout,
a merchant who established a wholesale boot and shoe store. His business prospered and the shoe
and leather merchants organized a bank, for which he would eventually serve as President.57
Other prominent New Yorkers who were supporters of the library included the Reverend Daniel
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F. Tiemann, James T. Brady, Horace Greeley, Henry Ward Beecher, Reverend Cuyler and Peter
Cooper.
The anticipated day had come and on September 26, 1860 the rooms of the Woman’s Library
were opened to the public but no books were allowed to circulate until the official opening on
October 1st.58 The formal inauguration was at Dr. Chapin’s church on Broadway, the same
location where two years earlier the seeds of the project had been sown. Mr. Raymond made the
opening remarks and said:
We had libraries for the student, such as the Astor Library; libraries for the merchant’s
clerk, such as the Mercantile Library; libraries for printers, for apprentices, and for every
class, and now, at last, we had a library for women… If the community of New-York
responded to the endeavors of the Trustees, there would soon exist in this City an
institution which would not only furnish books, but give all forms of instruction in every
department of knowledge;…59
Following Mr. Raymond’s address was Reverend Henry Ward Beecher. He spoke of the need of
providing women with reading, even if the materials were novels which he thought better than no
reading. Mr. Brady was the next speaker and he spoke about the advances of women over the last
two years and the injustices that women had endured. The meeting was adjourned and the
Library was officially opened.60On October 4, 1860 the New York Evangelist noted the
monumental event. “The Library is now open, and is accessible to every woman in the City who
wished to avail herself of its advantages. The only expenditure required is an annual contribution
of $1. To those who cannot afford that, it is entirely free.”61(The subscription fee was actually
$1.50 according to the Catalogue.)62
The Catalogue of Books in the Woman’s Library of New York outlined the rules and regulations
of the new library including the hours, and the requirements for membership. “All female
residents of New York, above the age of thirteen years, who shall subscribe to the Rules, and be
proper persons to enjoy its privileges, shall have access to the Library, during the regular hours,
and shall be entitled to borrow books for home reading.”63The Catalogue went on to list the
duties of the librarian, which were many, and a listing of all the books in the library divided into
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categories such as Novels and Tales, Theological, Mental and Moral Science, General Literature,
French Works, British Poets, Fashion Plates, Historical Works and even Medical Science.64
The library quickly became an attraction for foreign visitors. On Friday, October 12th The Prince
of Wales, while visiting New York City, was taken to see the Woman’s Library. “The room was
crowded with ladies, in full toilet...The Prince entered the room leaning upon the arm of the
Chancellor, and was received by Miss Powell,...65Later in the month, Lady Jane Franklin visited
the library after receiving an invitation from Miss Elizabeth M. Powell, and she eagerly accepted
because of her interest in improving the conditions of women from all economic groups.
She made particular inquiries as to the future plans of [of sic] the Library, and repeatedly
expressed her gratification that such an Institution was opened to women in this City. She
said that whatever intellect or talent a woman had, be she rich or poor, but especially if
poor, she ought, in a Christian community, to have ample facilities to cultivate and ample
room to exercise it.66
The month ended with the press offering praise to the new library whose success far exceeded
the original expectations of the venture. “The rooms are filled every day with women who desire
to avail themselves of its advantages, or with those who feel interested in its success and wish to
lend it their aid.”67The article went on to say that there have been requests for the library to offer
classes similar to those offered by the Mercantile Library Association, and they hoped that this
would be possible.68 By the end of November the Woman’s Library announced that classes in
French and German were organized and that they were filling up rapidly.69
It appears the novelty of the library wore off, however, no further mention appeared in the press
until November 30th when The New York Times reported that the news had reached London of
the success of the new library. They posed the question of whether a similar library would be
suitable for London women.
We strongly believe it would, especially if opened in the evening, when the British
Museum and other libraries are closed. Besides, how many poor girls are there who
cannot afford fire and candle in the evening to enable them to stop at home after their
working-hours are over, and would only be too glad of such a refuge, where they could
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improve and amuse themselves, free from importunities, free from temptation, happy,
warm and comfortable, until the clock warned them it was time to go to bed? 70
A Women’s Library was eventually opened in London, but it is questionable whether the New
York City venture had anything to do with its founding. The London Library, as it was known at
the time, grew out of the London Society for Women’s Suffrage which dates to 1867, but it did
not actually have a library until 1926 when its first librarian, Vera Douie was appointed.71
Not all mentions of the Woman’s Library in New York in the press were complimentary. In their
December 1860 issue, Vanity Fair satirized the new venture in “A Word for the Women.”
Some wiseacre, writing about the Woman’s Library in New York, delivers himself after
this fashion:
“The collection is of very popular character, and is designed for miscellaneous readers,
but we hope the time is not far distant when the women of New York will become
scholars, and find in their improved library all the intellectual resources which they
require.”
VANITY FAIR regard this as stuff. Establishing Libraries for women, forsooth? Why not
have churches for women; and operas for women; and theaters for women; or special
gates through which the dear creatures can enter Heaven? The V.F. enters a solemn
protest against cloistering the women in any dingy Library-room, or separating them
from the rest of the human-kind in harems, or anything of that disagreeable
sort.”…VANITY believes that women are quite as capable of turning the Astor to good
account as any of the gentlemen who there congregate.72
Marie E. Zakrzewska a 19th century feminist, abolitionist and pioneering doctor, wrote: “ ‘A
“woman’s library,’ ” in any city, is one of the partial measures that I deprecate: so I only partially
rejoice over the late establishment of such a library in New York. I look upon it as one of those
half-measures which must be endured in the progress of any desired reform;…”73
Although these were negative comments about the Woman’s Library, they were quite
progressive, calling for a time when women would be offered equality with men not only in the
library but in all other areas of life.
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The woman’s library maintained a unique place in the library world and mention of it appeared
in an 1863 volume by Virginia Penny titled The Employments of Women: a cyclopedia of
woman’s work. “There is a Woman’s Library in New York. The object is to furnish women—
particularly working women, who are not able to subscribe to other libraries—with a quiet and
comfortable place to read in, during their leisure moments.”74
The library remained in the University Building and active through 1865; the only mention
appearing in a newspaper was for a course offering in French in 1864.75 The days of the library
seemed numbered when in an 1866 article it was noted that a woman’s library was opened in the
city several years ago but was not prospering due to lack of funds. “I regard the times at present
as far more favorable for such an enterprise—experiment I should hardly call it—for if wellconducted there is no doubt that this plan would meet with enthusiastic support from the
workingwomen themselves.”76 At that time the library had moved to 80 White Street where it
remained through 1867, when it moved to 44 Franklin. It appears that the Working Women’s
Protective Union and the Woman’s Library by 1866 were both at 44 Franklin Street and the next
year, 1867 they had both relocated at 44 Franklin Street and soon to 88 Bleeker Street where
both institutions remained until 1883.

77

It is assumed by this author that in 1866 The Woman’s

Library, which was suffering financial problems, was taken over by the Working Women’s
Protective Union. An 1879 publication provides the following entry for the Woman’s Library:
Woman’s Library, 88 Bleeker St.—This Library is under the control of the Working
Women’s Protective Union, and contains about 8,000 volumes of history, travels,
biography, fiction, and poetry. Any female resident of New York over 18 years of age
may have access to the library upon the payment of $1.50 per annum, which is remitted
in cases of persons too poor to pay the fee. Books may be taken home and kept for two
weeks. The library was founded in 1861. Open from 9A.M. until 4P.M., Sundays and
holidays excepted.78
With this change in the Woman’s Library autonomy, came a change in its original mission. Once
the Working Women’s Protective Union took over control of the facility, the hours were limited,
and women who worked all day were not able to take advantage of the library or any of the other
activities that it offered. After checking New York City directories from the 1870s until 1917,
the library moved a few times with the Working Women’s Protective Union. However the 1915
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directory was the last time the Woman’s Library was listed and it disappeared by the time the
next directory was published.79
The “Woman’s Library” remains a footnote to New York City library history, but is significant
in that it was part of a social awareness and reform mentality that surfaced during the Civil War.
Women began finding their place in a society dominated by men when it came to issues that
solely affected them. During the Civil War women participated in the Sanitary Fairs to aid the
soldiers and their families, and learned that they could run organizations successfully. After the
war many of these women gravitated to social work and improving conditions for working
women, children, the poor and the infirm, and the reform movements received momentum.80
Miss Powell was ahead of her time advocating for a library for working women in the 1850s. It
took over fifty years until the creation of what we know as the New York Public Library and it
wasn’t until 1901 that branch libraries were funded and the democratization of library services
was realized for the citizens of New York City.
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